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About This Game

Hex: Origins is a casual puzzle game based on a complete hexagon themed colorful experience. Enjoy a refreshing, calming and
original experience, which is extremely easy to pick up but hard to master as you progress in the game. Across the multitude of
game modes and levels you will encounter, you must place pieces composed of anywhere from 2 to 10 and more hexagons, each

using up to 6 different colors.

Everything in the game is based on two simple rules:

You can place a piece anywhere on the board with no restrictions as long as all the neighboring tiles are empty.

If one hex has a colored neighbor on the board, at least one of those neighbors needs to match its color.

Building upon these simple rules, we added special board pieces and power-ups in order to create a fun and colorful experience.
As long as you keep placing pieces on the board, its requirements for placing pieces change - so be careful about the order,

colors and type of shapes you can use. Always plan ahead!

Gameplay

Hex: Origins offers you 4 different game modes, 2 available from the start, and 2 unlocked with tokens you earn while playing
the game:
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Classic: a linear experience bundled up in Episodes, structured into 6 Chapters, each containing 6 Levels that you can
play in 3 difficulties. Each Episode introduces new mechanics into gameplay and with each passing chapter, the
difficulty is slightly raised - but so are the rewards!

Flow: a linear experience similar to Classic, with the added requirement of connecting various battery pieces to light
bulbs in order to power them up! Carefully plan your colored ways across the board and take up the challenge! Don't
forget to fill up the board, though.

Exploration: Give up the static board and expand in any direction! Exploration maps feature a center starting point with
all the colors onto which you will start expanding in any direction you want.

Treasure Hunting: On rare occasions you will find treasure map fragments. Assemble them into a map and embark on a
thematic journey in order to find the hidden treasures of Hex: Origins. Always remember that X marks the spot!

Features

Over 800 levels of ever-increasing challenges with 3 difficulty options

Dynamic level difficulty & no unique solutions: the moves you make always alter the possible shapes that can be placed
thus making it easier or harder for yourself. As you place these pieces the game will try to generate pieces that you can
use. Plan ahead carefully. Finish a level in any way possible!

Shuffle mechanic: discard existing pieces and draw new ones in exchange for a tiny fraction of your progress bar.

5 power-ups that you can use to slightly alter or completely change the game board.

Special bonus shapes: from time to time a difficult to place piece will appear (9+ hex piece). Place it on the board and
successfully finish the level and earn extra rewards.

Complete in-game quests that range from easy to hard and get awesome rewards!

Open treasure chests and reap the rewards while you complete any level!

Unlock custom hex piece skins. Customize your board with that extra bling!

Customize the game experience with 9 beautiful backgrounds!

Cloud saving, achievements, stats, leaderboards, level editor, workshop and soon trading cards!
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Really good novel. I loved Everlasting summer as its a really good novel and i recomend it. I also reccomend this novel for its
lovely after story even though its short its still great! 9/10. The game is really bad.. A wonderful expansion to the base game.
This DLC adds 4 new fully voiced campaigns as well as 4 new civilizations (the Portuguese, Berbers, Malians and Ethiopians.
Definitely get it if you enjoyed the campaigns in Age of Empires and want some more.

I played all the campaigns from start to finish and really enjoyed them. The first campaign is the Umayad Berber conquest of
Iberia and includes naval battles as well as a very tight narrow corridor style level of getting through a winter in the Pyrenesse.
The second campaign, with Sundjata of the Malians is also interesting having the player explore the African plains, hunting
elephants and mastering a new type of fighting (infantry and fast axe throwers). My favourite campaign was the Portuguese
campaign. In this one, almost every level starts with the Portuguese in a small highly defended fort with walls. You can not win
by only fighting on land since your enemies are many but you have the advantage of Caravel ships and cannon ships to wrestle
the African coasts. I really enjoyed this one since you have to fight like a small naval power and defend your walled stronghold
and then send ships to do battle in the seas and then raid the coasts. The last campaign, Yodit presents the Ethipian civilization.
It is also an enjoyable campaign with interesting levels which include a level where you need to protect caravans in the desert as
well as a level where you progressively open up a city for conquest.

For me, this game is great for the story and the campaigns. Unlike the Forgotten Empires campaigns, these campaigns are fully
voiced and the level design is simple and interesting. If you are looking for a campaign set like the originial Age of Kings and
Age of the Conquerors, this is it. They are even better.

The new civilizations are also interesting, The Portuguese have advantages while fighting on the seas and have a unique unit
which can attack multiple ships as well as an unique building which can provide a constant flow of resources. The Malians are
an infantry civilization, with all barracks units receiving a pierce armor bonus. The Berber are a cavalry unit with interesting
support units such as an anti-archer cavalry as well as a unique unit adept at defeating cavalry archers. Lastly, the Ethiopians are
an archer civilization who can progress through the ages more rapidly, have archers with a faster rate of fire as well as a good
raiding castle unit. The new civilizations are very welcome addition in my opinion.

An expansion which is definitely worth it if you enjoy playing story campaigns as well as interesting for the new civilizations
and the unique take on African history. Somehow, although it has come out many years after the original campaigns it really
feels like an integrated experience. It feels right at home. :). Nice atmosphere, relaxing experience. Brutal on the GPU. I have a
Vive Pro\/2080ti and can't even run at 100% supersampling without significant frame drops. Only VR game I have played
where GPU limited at 100% SS. Even the VRmark Blue Room runs better.. For me, this is the best part of the Heroes series and
I totally love the Dwarf faction. They were only in the Heroes V Hammers of Fate (which is my second favourite) but they had
quite boring units there. In Heroes VII they totally caught the atmosphere and the creatures are finally amazing. The MUSIC,
graphics and skill system are just perfect for my taste. I have started to play Heroes series with Heroes I, and I liked all parts,
but this is absolutely my favourite, especially the Trial by Fire DLC. Of course, at the beginning there were many bugs, but
they've fixed almost everything since the first version. I think every Heroes-fan should give this a try at least, I totally fell in love
with the game.. What it says on the tin.. Just what I wanted : the OST of the game. Another chance to listen to the beautiful
themes and orchestrations (except Daimyo Garden, sorry, I never liked this one). Listening them while not playing allowed me
to pay even more attention to this masterpiece.
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I would have buy the DLC just for all these music alone, but the package also contain 1 hour (!) of additional exceptional bonus
music that are the same themes with other orchestrations (I really like plenty of them). Files are in MP3 and in FLAC. And all
of that for 5 \u20ac only. Insta-buy for me :). Extremely colorful, very fun open world platformer with adventure elements.
Extremely addictive. I'm honestly awful at platformers but find myself pulled back to this game. If you like platformers, this
game is for you. If you like cute things, this game is for you. If you like color in your video games, this game is for you. Play
this game!. good childhood game
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This is a very fun and challenging game. The developers seem to care about the game and keep making improvements to it.
Looking forward to seeing what new level and feature will be released in the future.. I met a pink haired Mangaka who did'nt
mind Flaunting her Supple thighs, a shy Pervert and chick who didn't care about me peeking through the door while she
showered. I wanna be an Art Teacher so bad. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqKbWJxyzX0. TPB:AFK is so much way
better in any aspect.
This movie is boring.
0/10. If you like challenging games that you can play in short bursts than you'll probably enjoy this game.. its a good game to
spend time
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